Gamma Chapter of Pennsylvania

Upsilon Pi Epsilon

The International Honor Society for the Computing and Information Disciplines

36th Induction Dinner and Ceremony

Department of Computing Sciences
University of Scranton

May 6, 2022
36th Induction Dinner and Ceremony

University of Scranton - DeNaples Center
Room 405

DINNER, 6:00 PM

Welcome  Paul M. Jackowitz
           Chapter Moderator

CEREMONY, approximately 7:15 PM

UPE Officials:

President –  Clarence Gallagher ’21, G’23
Vice-President – Justin Thomas ’21, G’23
Secretary –  Ashley Mullan ’22
Treasurer –  Timothy Gallagher ’22, G’24
Directors –  Evan Esposito ’21, G’22
            Thomas Maccari ’21, G’22

GUEST SPEAKER

Prof. John P. Kaufman ’79
Faculty Specialist, Department of Computing Sciences
University of Scranton
IBM Corporation – (1979 – 2020)
Advisory Engineer on Unix Operating Systems & Networking

CLOSING

2022 INDUCTEES

John P. Kaufman ’79
Mason R. Boettger
Alexander Calderon
David J. DiCesare
Sean V. Gaughan
Zane C. Horger
Henry J. Lembo, II
Anthony J. Lucchese
Morgan E. McGuire
Brian S. Memmen
Robert M. Naughton
Cuong D. Nguyen
Frank J. Nicolaro
Neelkanth V. Patel